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About This Content

Experience a deeper, more engaging version of the hit roguelike!

Having sold over 200,000 units worldwide, this cult classic is back and bigger than ever, with new shortcuts, a fast forward
function, automatic positioning, as well as an enemy/NPC encounter triggered pause feature, making the game more convenient

to play, while major balance changes have also been implemented for a more compelling gameplay experience.

Featuring Three New Classes!

A character that combines the strength of a Knight and the intellect and versatility of a Force User.
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Wielding a sword and the power of the Force, the Force Knight is an all-around well balanced class.

A character with high agility and powerful attack abilities.
Ninjas can dish out incredible burst DPS and move at amazing speeds, but all at the cost of their own life.

A seemingly pathetic class that comes armed with a camera, a travel journal, and awful stats.
It may be difficult, but if you manage to complete your travel journal... a special ending will definitely be waiting for you!

A Whole Bunch More Items, Skills, and NPCs!
More than 260 items in total!

Around 30 new skills and force powers!
Over 230 types of new NPCs!

And much, much more new content!

UI Updates!

Keyboard Shortcuts: Frequently-used items and skills can be assigned to numeric hotkeys for easy access

New Treasure and Monster location indicators for easier navigation

Easy-to-view Experience Bar, and Stat sheet windows

Overall improved visuals and item appearance

Earn Dimensional Gold Coins and Build Up Your Castle!
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Collect enough rare Dimensional Gold Coins to upgrade your castle or use them to invite new residents into your castle who will
open new story arcs or affect gameplay mechanics. You’ll be able to undertake quests that will unlock new classes by inviting

new residents into your castle.
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This game is by no means BAD or anything, but I also can't really recommend it. The control scheme -- as many other reviewers
have mentioned -- is just simply too clunky for the game to be much fun.

What I mean is, mostly, it's hard to really classify this as a platformer (albeit a puzzle platformer, even) because everything is
always interrupted a thousand times by clunkily shooting arrows. As others have mentioned (again), you have to click on the
KNIGHT in order to change between shot types as well.

For now I'm going to give this a "No".. but I really do think there's something good here as far as the concept and level design. If
the controls were patched SOMEHOW I'd give the game another shot for sure.. This game sucks so bad, that makes Bad Rats
look like Titanfall (but no seriously, Bad Rats was really fun, that i made 3 hours from the first launch, even i unlocked an
achievement).

I am sorry for the people who bought it for full price. Atleast i spend 20 cents for this.. I had never played the original so went
into this not knowing anything. An atmospheric and competent RPG Maker game. The creep factor starts right away with what
you do to the teddy bear. The first jump scare death initially made me angry (no way to avoid it the first time), but I realized it
doesn't really set you back and is part of what makes the game. Only qualm is that is it very short. VERY short.. This is the
greatest sport of All Time.. This game is super hardcore but a lot of fun, check out my review of the game!
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=z6X_Y9opneY
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__________
  | THE RESULTS! |
  |__________|
Time...............................................7 Years to make
Graphics.............................................................3\/3
Music..................................................................3\/3
Gameplay...........................................................6\/6
Skill Meter..........\u2730\u2730\u2730\u2730\u2730\u2730\u2730\u2730\u2730\u2730\u2730\u2730\u2730\u2730\u2730\u27
30\u2730\u2730
GRADE.................................................................S
  _______________
  |Golly! A perfect Score! |
  | _______________|. I'm a Call of Duty C**KSUCKER!. Do not buy the GT Series for Motorsport Manager it is literally the
same as the core game apart from a small ERS gameplay function, it adds nothing to the experience. There aren't even multiple
manufacturers and it's quite disappointing, I would suggest to stick with the vanilla game and what is on the workshop.. It's
good, but not great, and It's sequel bait. The game is an interesting take on X-COM style combat and it's obvious from playing it
that there's alot of thought put into it, but it's too easy and could of used a little more content.. Excellent VR implementation and
optimization. Flight model is also well done. Even though it's still in early access, there is a lot of places to fly to and 10 aircraft
to sink your teeth in. I'm excited to see where the team will take it next and I would recommend this to anyone looking for a
good VR Flight Sim (can also be played on your monitor without any problems for those who prefer that).. Pretty decent game
for what it is, even though it isnt as good as its sequel it still is a somewhat entertaining title especialy for fans of the genre. One
point that needs to be noted is that this is NOT a horror game nor is it meant to be scary it is supposed to be a Mystery Thriller
(even if the identity of the killer is pretty obvious about an hour or so into the game). GIve it a try if it is up at a discount and if
you are a fan of the genre.
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